MODEL NO. PRP95-2406** QTY: _____
MODEL NO. PRP95-0006** QTY: _____
MODEL NO. PRP95-0406** QTY: _____
MODEL NO. PRP95-4406** QTY: _____
MODEL NO. PRP95-2412** QTY: _____
MODEL NO. PRP95-0012** QTY: _____
MODEL NO. PRP95-0412** QTY: _____
MODEL NO. PRP95-4412** QTY: _____

PLEAT STABILIZERS
METAL (CLASS 1) OR PLASTIC (CLASS 2)

"A"

"B"

"C"

24 GA. ALUMINIZED CROSS SUPPORTS

NOTES:

1. MEDIA-MICROFIBER GLASS OR 100% POLYPROPYLENE SYNTHETIC.

2. FILTER TO BE RATED AT 90%-95% EFFICIENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASHRAE STANDARD 52.1.

3. FRAME 24 GA. ALUMINIZED METAL

4. PLEAT STABILIZERS - PLASTIC OR METAL CONSTRUCTION.

5. CLASSIFIED AS CLASS 1 GLASS MEDIA ONLY. CLASS 2 IN EITHER GLASS OR SYNTHETIC MEDIA.